In many large companies the widespread usage of computers has led a number of different application-specific databases to be installed. As company structures evolve, boundaries between departments move, creating new business units. Their new applications will use existing data from various data stores, rather than new data entering the organization. Henceforth, the ability to make data stores interoperable becomes a crucial factor for the development of new information systems.
Our example shows records for two computer science libraries. The first librarian uses an extended entityrelationship model (schema S1). This database is about journal and conference papers. A generic object "publication" represents either a journal issue (such as Communications, April 1994) or a conference proceedings (such as SIGMOD 1993). Each publication is described by generic properties: ISN (International Standard Number), name, year. Conference proceedings have location, editors and number (20th, 21st, ...) as additional information. Each publication contains at least one paper, and each recorded paper belongs to at least one publication.
The second librarian (schema S2) uses an object-oriented (OO) model and is only interested in conference papers. There is one object per conference type (SIGMOD). Proceedings of actual conferences (SIGMOD 1993 , SIGMOD 1994 ..) are represented as a multivalued attribute (one value per venue), where each value contains a set of references to the papers which appeared that year in that conference. 
The Pre-integration Step
Establishing a common understanding of existing data is a pre-requisite to successful database integration. To this aim, input schemas are usually transformed to make them as homogeneous as possible. Researchers in database integration generally assume that input schemas are all expressed in the same data model, the so-called "common" data model (CDM). A translation step becomes a pre-requisite to integration and is dealt with as a separate problem. Unfortunately, the state of the art in data model translation is poor in tools for automatic translation. Current developments focus on translations between OO and relational models. Some researchers have also considered translating operations, which is needed for a multilingual system allowing every partner to speak his own language.
One of the unresolved debates is the choice of the CDM. Most researchers favor the OO model. The argument is that it has all concepts of the other models and that methods can be used to implement specific mapping rules. But the richer the model is, the more complex the integration process is going to be, as many discrepancies will arise due to monovalued and mandatory link (cardinalities 1:1) monovalued and optional link (cardinalities = 0:1) multivalued and mandatory link (cardinalities = 1: n) multivalued and optional link (cardinalities = 0: n) generalization/specialization link reference link different modeling choices by the various designers. To simplify integration, the alternative is a CDM with minimal semantics, where data representations are brought down to elementary facts for which there is no modeling alternative, as in binary-relationship models.
Instead of dealing with specific translations, e.g. from model X to model Y, recent works look for generic techniques. Generic translators use a metamodel, i.e. a data model capable of describing data models, to acquire knowledge about data models. Translations are then performed as a sequence of data restructuring process within the metamodel database (for instance, nesting flat tuples to obtain a nested tuple).
Data models cannot express all the semantics of the real world. The incompleteness of their specifications leads to ambiguities in the interpretation of a schema. Semantic enrichment is the process of acquiring additional information to solve such ambiguities. The hardest case is when data resides in files, but understanding unnormalized and poorly documented relational databases also sets a serious challenge. Reverse-engineering techniques are being developed to recompose object types from relations, and to identify association structures and generalization hierarchies. These techniques are based on an analysis of the schema, indexes, queries, and instances [1] .
Semantic enrichment provides information either on how a schema maps to the real world, or on the schema itself. An example of the former is adding to the schema of S1 a definition of "Conference" as "any annual venue of a computer science meeting whose proceedings are stored in the library". An example of the latter is specifying in the description of Conference of schema S1 the functional dependency:
( name, year ) ¨ ISN. OO schemas also need to be augmented with information on cardinalities, on dependencies (for a correct translation of multivalued attributes), on the semantics of duplicate values, ...
Modeling is not a deterministic process. Semantic relativism (schemas depending on the designer's perspective) is the price to pay for semantic richness of the data model. Discrepancies may be reduced, at the organizational level by enforcing corporate modeling policies, and at the technical level by applying normalization rules. Syntactic and semantic normalization rules can be defined. The former enforce design rules. Examples are: a type with an optional attribute should be replaced by a supertype/subtype structure where the attribute is mandatory in the subtype; a multivalued attribute should be replaced by an object class and a reference to it. The latter conform the schema with underlying dependencies. An example is: if there is a dependency A->B between attributes A and B of an object type, and A is not a key for the object type, replace these attributes by a tuple attribute with components A and B. Note that these normal forms aim at enhancing the semantics of the schema, not at avoiding update anomalies.
The Correspondence Identification Step
The next step is the identification of commonalties. Databases contain representations of real world facts (objects, links or properties). Database integration goes beyond representations to first look for what is represented rather than how it is represented. Therefore, two databases are said to have something in common if the real world facts they represent have some common elements or are otherwise interrelated. An example of the latter is: two separate libraries, one specializing in scientific disciplines and the other one specializing in social sciences, willing to build an integrated database. It would be worthwhile to build integrated object types, like Author (respectively Paper) representing all the authors (respectively all the papers) in either library.
We say that two elements (occurrence, value, tuple, ...) from two databases correspond to each other if they describe the same real world fact (object, link or property). Rather than defining correspondences extensionally, between instances, correspondences are defined intensionally, between types. Example: every S2 paper corresponds to the S1 paper such that the value for title in S1 is equal to the value for title in S2. The intensional definition is called an interschema correspondence assertion (ICA). The integration process consists in determining these ICAs and for each one providing federated users with a global description with all the data available on the related elements. The federated system stores the global description in the integrated schema (IS), and the definition of the mappings between the IS and the local schemas. Complete integration of existing databases requires an exhaustive identification and processing of all relevant ICAs. It is nevertheless possible to adopt an incremental approach, where the IS is smoothly enriched as new correspondences are progressively identified. The following specifications have to be given to fully define an ICA:
1/ What are the related schema elements
In simple cases, related elements are just denoted by their qualified names. For instance, an ICA relates S1.Author to S2.Paper.authors, as both elements represent persons who authored a paper. Links are denoted by enumerating the elements they traverse: an ICA relates S1.Author-Write-Paper to S2.authors-Paper to specify that these two links have the same semantics. Simply stated, if author X has written paper Y in S1, and X and Y also belong to S2, then in S2 X appears in the authors attribute of Paper instance Y.
In complex cases, algebraic expressions specify the set of instances involved in the correspondence. In our example, only S1 conference papers may appear in S2. The appropriate ICA is:
SELECTION ["is a conference paper"] S1.Paper ∩ S2.Paper Expressions may include more sophisticated operations (unions, joins, ...) [2] .
2/ How their potential extensions are related
To build the integrated schema, the relationship in the real world between the extensions of the related elements has to be known. Type extensions are seen as sets of real world elements. Each ICA specifies which of the usual set relationships holds: equivalence (≡), inclusion (⊇), intersection (∩) or disjointedness (≠).
Example: S1.Paper ∩ S2.Paper asserts that our two librarians sometimes record papers from the same conferences.
3/ How corresponding instances are identified
When users request a data element via the integrated schema, the system may have to access a few properties of the element in one database, and other properties in another database. The system has to know how to find in one database the object (instance or value) corresponding to a given object in another database. Therefore, each ICA has to specify the mapping between the corresponding instances: this may be done using a "with corresponding identifiers" (WCI) clause. In the example, assuming there are no homonyms in the titles of papers: S1.Paper ∩ S2.Paper WCI title specifies that papers in the two databases have a common identifier, title. This is the simplest case. The general case requires for each database a predicate specifying the corresponding instances/values.
4/ How representations are related
Representations of related elements may show common properties, beyond those used for identification. S1.Conference and S2.Conference.proceedings, for instance, share the properties year and N°, plus the ISN identifier. To avoid duplication in the integrated schema, ICAs specify such correspondences among properties using a "with corresponding attributes" (WCA) clause. Hence, the following ICA holds: S1.Conference ∩ S2.Conference.proceedings WCI ISN WCA year, N°C orrespondences between properties may be very complex, due to differences in coding, scales, units, extents, etc. Ad hoc mapping functions may be needed [5] .
The set of stated ICAs should be checked for consistency and minimality. Assume one schema has a A is-a B construct and the other schema has a C is-a D construct. An example of inconsistent ICA specification is: A ≡ D, B ≡ C. Both cannot be true. Moreover, if A ≡ C is asserted, B ⊇ C and D ⊇ A may be inferred. Only ICAs bearing non-derivable correspondences need to be explicitly stated.
An appropriate set of ICAs for the publication example is given in Figure 3 . Figure 4 illustrates an integrated schema built according to these ICAs. 1 S1.SELECTION ["is a conference author"]Author ∩ S2.authors WCI name 2 S1.SELECTION ["is a conference paper"]Paper ∩ S2.Paper WCI title WCA keywords 3 S1.Conference ∩ S2.proceedings WCI ISN WCA year, N°4 S1.Conference.name ∩ S2.Conference WCI name 5 S1.Author-Write-Paper ≡ S2.authors-Paper 6 S1.Conference-Publication-Contain-Paper ≡ S2.proceedings-papers:Paper 7 S1.Conference.name-Conference ≡ S2.Conference-proceedings With real, large schemas to be integrated, the task of identifying all relevant ICAs is far from trivial. A significant amount of research has been and is being invested into tools for automated identification of plausible correspondences [3] . These tools measure the similarity between two schemas elements by looking for identical or similar characteristics: names, identifiers, components, properties, attributes (name, domain, constraints), methods. A final interaction with the DBA (in)validates the findings and provides additional information (namely, the relationship between extents).
Most tools only analyze syntactic and structural aspects, thus facing the usual issues of synonyms and homonyms leading to wrong inferences. To overcome this, the description of the types can be augmented with a description of their semantics [8] , or a terminological knowledge base can be used to explain the terms of the application domain and how they interrelate. 
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Conflicts: Taxonomy and Solutions
Once correspondences have been described, the integration process comes to the point where actual integration is performed. Each ICA is analyzed to decide which representation of the related elements is to be included in the integrated schema (IS) and to define the mappings between the IS and the input schemas. Integration may be performed manually by the federated DBA, using some procedural [7] , declarative or logical manipulation language. The system assists the DBA by generating the mappings. Conversely, integration may be performed semi-automatically by a tool [12] . The DBA in this case is responsible for the ICAs and for the choice of integration alternatives (see Table 1 ).
When an ICA describes the corresponding types as identical (same representation and equivalent extent), their integration is straightforward: the integrated type equals the input types, and the mapping is the identity. Most frequently, however, the corresponding types will show differences in extent or in representation. This situation is called a conflict. A detailed taxonomy of conflicts can be found in [10] . For the purpose of this survey, a simplified one will suffice. Hereinafter, we survey the various conflicts, indicating existing solutions and open problems.
The literature is rich in proposals for solving classification and description conflicts, but only few proposals exist for metadata conflicts, and even less for structural, heterogeneity [12] and data conflicts [11] . No integration method is complete. The precise goal of integration is rarely made explicit. Indeed, one may look for simplicity and readability, therefore producing a minimal number of classes. One may look for completeness, so that every element of an input schema appears in the IS, thus helping in maintaining the IS when input databases evolve. One may also look for exhaustiveness: having in the IS all possible classes, including those who are not in input schemas but complement what is there, might ease future integrations.
A classification conflict arises whenever the corresponding types describe different sets of real world elements. In the example, S1 describes authors of journal and conference papers, while S2 describes authors of conference papers only. Classification conflicts are materialized in the ICA by a ⊇ , ∩ or ≠ set relationship.
Based on the completeness goal, a standard solution for such conflicts is to build in the IS the appropriate generalization hierarchy [3, 5] , as shown is table 1a. If needed, a common subtype (supertype) is added to achieve connectivity of the generalization hierarchy. Mappings between the IS and input databases reduce to identity functions.
1a: the standard solution : preserve the local types
Conflict
Integrated schema
Integrated schema
Merge technique Table 1 . Solving classification conflicts Alternatively, the simplicity principle calls for the insertion into the IS of a unique type which describes the union of the extents ("merge technique" in Table 1b ). Mappings will then use selection operators to relate the input populations to the integrated type. Finally, the exhaustiveness principle leads to the inclusion into the IS of both input types, together with their union (one supertype) and their intersection plus the complements of the intersection (three subtypes).
In the integrated schema of Figure 4 , the merge technique has been applied. For instance, the S1.Paper type has been merged with the S2.Paper type.
Strategies for classification conflicts have been extended to the integration of generalization hierarchies related by multiple ICAs. The hierarchies are merged by taking each class from one hierarchy and determining the place where this class fits in the other hierarchy. Placement is based on class inclusion semantics.
A structural conflict arises whenever corresponding types are described with constructs which have different representational power: an object class and an attribute, for instance, or an entity type and a relationship type. In the publication example, ICAs #1 and #4 about authors and about conferences identify structural conflicts. Few contributions discuss this kind of conflict, mostly in the scope of a particular data model [4] .
The integrated schema must describe the populations of the two conflicting types [12] . Hence, the integrated type must subsume both input types: subsume their capacity to describe information (adopting the least upper bound) and subsume the attached constraints (adopting the greatest lower bound). Capacity denotes which combination of identity/value/link a construct expresses. For instance, an ER attribute holds a value, while an OO or relational attribute holds either a value or a link. A relational relation holds a value and possibly links (through foreign keys), not identity. Therefore, if an ICA between relational schemas identifies a relation (value+links) as corresponding to an attribute (value or link), the IS will retain the relation.
Typical constraints to be considered are cardinality constraints and existence dependencies. For instance, an attribute is existence dependent on its owner, while an object is generally not constrained by existence dependencies. Considering the ICA relating the S1.Author entity type to the S2.Paper.authors attribute, the IS will retain the object class. The greatest lower bound in this case is: no constraint. Table 2 shows which integrated construct may be chosen for each structural conflict. In the example, ICAs #1 and #4 denote case x conflicts: the S2.Paper.authors and S1.Conference.name attributes are changed into classes in the IS. take the greatest lower bound of the integrity constraints Table 4 . Classical solutions for descriptive conflicts Table 4 shows traditional solutions for most frequently discussed conflicts. A global solution has been proposed in [8] by attaching to each attribute a context which describes its semantics. But, up to now, the attribute structure conflict has no real solution. Existing methodologies deal with simple monovalued attributes, rarely with multivalued attributes [5] , and ignore complex attributes (attributes composed of other attributes).
Corresponding object types may differ with respect to their:
In the publication example:
• A naming conflict appears in ICA #3: S1.Conference has been renamed Proceedings in the IS.
• Different sets of attributes occur in ICAs #1, 3 and 4. In each case the integrated type bears all the attributes of the two corresponding types.
Current integration methodologies only integrate schemas which are expressed in their own data model. Schemas which are not expressed in this data model have to be translated during the pre-integration step.
We advocate that problems and solutions for conflicts are basically independent of data models. It should therefore be feasible to identify the set of fundamental integration rules which are needed and to define, for any specific data model, how each rule can be applied by reformulating the rule according to the peculiarities of the model under consideration [12] . A tool can then be built, capable of supporting direct integration of heterogeneous schemas and of producing an integrated schema in any data model.
Another proposal suggests higher order logic to allow users to directly define the integrated schema over heterogeneous input schemas.
Data/metadata conflicts arise when data (values) in one database correspond to metadata (type names) in the other database. Discussions of these conflicts have been illustrated using a relational Stock example ( Figure 5) , where a value for stockcode in DB1 corresponds to an attribute name in DB2 and to a relation name in DB3. Normal relational languages cannot turn an attribute or relation name into a value, nor vice versa. It is not possible to map DB2 or DB3 into DB1. These conflicts can be solved introducing mapping languages which support simultaneous manipulation of both data and metadata. Examples of such languages are an extended relational algebra and a higher order logic.
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Alternatively, it is possible to get rid of these conflicts by using a data model inhibiting any usage of meaningful type names. More likely, OO approaches will provide schema transformation operations to perform all needed mappings: namely, partitioning a class into subclasses according to the value of a specialization attribute (mapping DB1 into DB3), creating a common superclass, with a new classifying attribute, over a set of given classes (mapping DB3 into DB1) ...
Data conflict occurs at the instance level if corresponding occurrences have conflicting values for corresponding attributes. For instance, the same paper is stored in the two publications databases with different keywords. Sources for data conflicts may be: typing errors, variety of information sources, different versioning, deferred updates ... Data conflicts are normally found during query processing. The system may just report the conflict to the user, or may apply some heuristic to determine the appropriate value. Common heuristics are: choosing the value from "the most reliable" database, uniting conflicting values in some way (through union for sets of values, though aggregation for single values). Another possibility is to provide users with a manipulation language with facilities to manipulate the set of possible tuples or values generated by data conflicts.
Conclusion
Integrating existing databases is certainly not an easy task. Still, it is something that enterprises probably cannot avoid if they want to launch new applications or to reorganize the existing information system for a better profit.
We have shown in this article that a basic understanding of the issues and of the solutions is available. We focused on the fundamental concepts and techniques, insisting on the alternatives and on criteria for choice. More details are easily found in the literature.
Several important problems remain to be investigated. Examples are: integration of complex objects, n-n correspondences (fragmentation conflicts), integration of integrity constraints and methods, integration of heterogeneous databases. Theoretical work is needed to assess integration rules and their behavior (commutativity, associativity, ...). It is therefore important that the effort to solve integration issues be continued and that proposed methodologies be evaluated through experiments with real applications.
